CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

A. Conclusion

This research resulted in several conclusions as follows

1. Love is the highest manifestation become necessity in life. It gives evidence that there is God who creates human with love. It is unification language. Love concept of Ibnu Ḥazm gives a sense in itself. Sense that he provided is easier to be accepted and understood. Differ from love concept that has been discussed in psychology studies, Ibnu Ḥazm provided his love concept by religion. By not leaving religion, love still can be expressed but in a proper corridor. By limitation of religion, sensation that felt will be so beautiful like stories, novel, poem that describes who beautiful love is.

2. Love concept of Ibnu Ḥazm that is easy to be understood brings easier to be applied by human. Modern era that grows so fast gives effect in stress increase. When back in psychology concept, love will be bad thing. Whereas when we back to the love concept of religion (mahabbah) that is so high, it can be difficult for common people. Ibnu Ḥazm intermediate it by his love concept. Human can easier apply it now days because his concept is not soar skyward.
B. Suggestion

After the authors describe the concept of love Ibn Ḥazm al-Andalūsī, an opportunity to understand more deeply in love will unavoidable. But effectiveness in finding a way of thinking that suits the personality, culture and setting of beliefs was routinely ignored. However, it is important for humans to life’s projection in the world and the next life. It is because various forms of thought are accompanied by differences here and there come so quickly with the participation of the mass media increasingly sophisticated transcend territorial boundaries. But with the difference that will lead a person to be more open and develop a wider horizon of thinking.

The authors competent to say that with love building relationships among humans would be better, which in turn strengthens the emotions and personality so that peace will emerge from it.

All of thinks that did was based on love will result in something good that makes peace to one's heart. With love, humans live a life that is good and nothing bad happened because the love teaching all of good thinks.

C. Closing

What has been stated in the research are maximum effort of the authors and the authors believe this research a lot of deficiency and mistakes here and there that need to be repaired. It is because the input, suggestions, and constructive criticism are expected. To the authors look forward to next researcher in order to further refine the more things that have not been described in previous studies. Authors hope this study useful for all those who read it. Amen.